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Abstract

There are many challenges with assessing the reliability of a system today . These

challenges arise because a system may be aging and full system tests may be too expen-

sive or can no longer be performed . Without full system testing, one must integrate

(1) all science and engineering knowledge, models and simulations, (2) information

and data at various levels of the system, e .g., subsystems and components and (3)

information and data from similar systems, subsystems and components . The ana-

lyst must work with various data types and how the data are collected, account for

measurement bias and uncertainty, deal with model and simulation uncertainty and

incorporate expert knowledge .

Bayesian hierarchical modeling provides a rigorous way to combine informatio n

from multiple sources and different types of information . However, an obstacle to ap-

plying Bayesian methods is the need to develop new software to analyze novel statistical

models. We discuss a new statistical modeling environment, YADAS, that facilitates

the development of Bayesian statistical analyses. It includes classes that help ana-

lysts specify new models, as well as classes that support the creation of new analysis

algorithms. We illustrate these concepts using several examples .

1 Challenges in Modern Reliability Analyse s

There are many challenges with assessing the reliability of a system today . First, full sys-

tem testing may be prohibitively expensive or even prohibited . For this reason and others,

it is important to be able to make use of expert opinion and information in the form of

physics/engineering/material science based models (deterministic and stochastic) or simula-

tion and account for model bias and uncertainty. Results from multiscale science/engineering
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experiments also need to incorporated . One must be able to handle complex system reli-

ability models, including reliability block diagrams, fault trees and networks . One must

incorporate data at various levels (system, subsystem, component), and properly account

for how higher level event data inform about lower level data . In this context, models for

subsystems or even components can be non-trivial . The effects of aging and other covariates

including those that define subpopulations, are often of interest . Efficient analysis entails

combining information and data from similar systems, subsystems and components . Reli-

ability data can come in various flavors, including binomial counts, Poisson counts, failure

times, degradation data, and accelerated reliability data. Such data may be non-trivial to

analyze in their own right . How such data are collected must also be considered . For exam-

ple, measurement error (bias and precision) from destructive or nondestructive evaluation

techniques may be too large to ignore .

An outline of this paper is as follows . First we consider three examples which illustrate

these challenges. Next we discuss a statistical modeling environment which can support the

needs of modern reliability analyses . Then we return to the three examples and present

results of their reliability analyses. Finally, we conclude with a discussion .

2 Three Important Examples

We discuss three examples of challenging statistical problems that arise in reliability es-

timation. First, even the analysis of a single component can require development of new

techniques. Consider the case in which there are indications that a component's manufac-

turing lot impacts its reliability, and some of the test data are obtained in ways that might

favor the sampling of (un)reliable items . Second, we discuss the estimation of the reliabil-

ity of a system based on (1) system tests, where failures provide partial information about

which components may have failed, and (2) specification tests, which measure whether com-

ponents meet specifications that relate imperfectly to system success . Finally, we present an

ambitious approach to integrating many sorts of component data into a system reliability

analysis .
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2 .1 Example 1 : Reliability of a Component Based on Biased Sam-

pling

Our first example, which deals with reliability estimation for a single component, is discussed

in Graves et al (2004) . Of interest is the prevalence of a certain feature in an existing

population of items . Some items have already been destructively tested and removed from

the population. There is reason to believe that the probability that an item has the feature

is related to the lot in which it was manufactured, but it is not obviously appropriate to

assume that the feature is confined to a small number of lots . We handle this situation with

a Bayesian hierarchical model, p2 N Beta(a, b), where pi is the probability that an item in

lot i was manufactured with the feature, and where a and b are given prior distributions, so

that a test on an item in one lot is informative about the prevalence of the feature in the

other lots, but more informative about its own lot . A further complication is we are not

willing to assume that the process by which items were selected for sampling was done so

that items with and without the feature were equally likely to be sampled . (We do also have

some truly random samples along with these "convenience samples .") Naive estimation is

therefore in danger of systematically over- or under-estimating the prevalence . We use the

extended hypergeometric distribution (see Graves et al (2004) and its references) to allow

for the possibility of biased sampling ; using this distribution for this purpose was new, so

software did not exist for using it . Finally, the unknown quantities of most interest are the

actual numbers of items with the feature in each of the lots (which were of known finite size),

so the software must be able to sample posterior distributions of quantities which take on

finitely many values .

Before introducing the statistical models, we begin with some notation . The finite popu-

lation consists of M lots. Let the ith lot size be denoted by Ni and the unknown number of

systems in the ith lot with the attribute be denoted by Ki. The sample sizes and numbers

of sampled features in the convenience and random samples for the i the lot are denoted

respectively by n,27 yc2, n, .i and y,.i . Because the convenience sample is assumed to be taken

first, the ith lot size for the random sample is Nri = Ni - n ci and Kri = Ki - yc2 is the number

of components with the attribute remaining in the ith lot after the convenience sample ha s
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been taken . We assume

KZ N Binomial (Ni, Pz )

and

p2 N Beta(a, b) .

(1)

(2)

Now we consider statistical models for the data . For the convenience sample data, we

want to account for the potential bias of sampling too many or too few components wit h

the attribute. To do this, we use the extended-hypergeometric distribution for y, Z which has

probability function

ne Z

Y
P(Y,i = Y) = -

(

min(ncie Ki )

Ni - n,,2 ey

Ki- y

n ' Z Ni - n.,z
Bi

i KZ - j

for y = max(0, nCZ-Ni+Ki), . . ., min(n C27 Ki) . When the biasing parameter 0 is equal to one,

the extended-hypergeometric reduces to the hypergeometric which arises from a completely

random sample in which there is no biasing . When 0 is greater than one, the sampling

favors components with the attribute . The randomly sampled data y, .i are assumed to follow

hypergeometric distributions .

2 .2 Example 2 : System Reliability Based on Partially Informative

Tests

Another reliability problem involves synthesizing two different types of data, neither of whic h

is standard for reliability analysis . First, the system test data provide complicated informa-

tion: for notational clarity, consider a single system test . If the set of components in the

system is denoted by C, there is a subset of components Cl that we know to have worked,

another subset of components Co that we know to have failed, and a third subset of compo-

nents C2, at least one of which must have failed . (The test provides no information at all

about the success or failure of the remaining components.) The system is a series system .
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The likelihood function for this single test, assuming that the system is of age t, is

iEC1 iECp iECz

where the first two products are defined to be one if empty, while the last is zero . Here pi (t) is

the probability of success of component i at age t : we used pi (t) = j~ { (0,Z + rye)-1/2 (ai + /3it

where (P is the Gaussian distribution function .

One reason for this choice of pi (t) (in particular, the seemingly redundant parameteri-

zation) is the other type of data we use: certain of the components were tested to assure

that they met specifications, and these tests generate continuous data. If one assumes that

the a specification measurement Si on component i satisfies Si N N(ai + Pit, rye ), specifi-

cation data can be incorporated naturally . Then if one assumes that, conditionally on its

specification measurement Si, the component would succeed in a system test with proba-

bility -(D {Q,--' (Si - 9i) }, it follows that unconditionally, the component's success probability

is -(D { (Q? + ryz) -112 (ai + ~zt - 9i ) } . More generally, suppose n2 specification measurements

Sil, • • • , Si., apply to component i, that Sze N N(a2 j + OZj t, ry ~), and that the success proba-

bility given the specs is jI~i1 (D{6-1(Szj - Bzj)} . Then the unconditional success probability,

or the likelihood function for the system tests, is jI~ ` 1 ~{ (a~~ + ry2~)-1~2 (az~ + /~~t - 9Z j ) } . We

also generalize to multiple covariates ; they need not be the same for different specs . A final

complication, but one that is trivial to handle, is that the system is built in several different

configurations: not all components are present in all configurations .

This formulation enables us to use specification data to help make inferences on param-

eters relevant to system tests . It also requires special-purpose software .

2 .3 Example 3: Integrated System Reliability Based on Diverse

Data

A fundamental problem of system reliability is estimating the reliability of a system whose

components are combined in series and parallel subsystems, and where data relevant to the

component qualities take on general (not necessarily binomial) forms . (The case of binomial

data is discussed in Johnson et al (2003) .) As a simple example, consider a three component
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series system. Binomial data are available on Component 1 at various ages, and the success

probability at age t satisfies log(pl(t)/{1 - pi(t)j) = ao -alt . "Success" for Component

2 is defined in terms of its lifetime which is distributed Weibull : a lifetime q equates to a

component success at time t if t < q , and data on Component 2 are a collection of possibly

right-censored lifetimes . Component 3 is required to generate a desired amount of power

T on demand ; the distribution of power is lognormal, with a logged mean that decreases

linearly in age. Data are (power, age) pairs . Finally, we have binomial system test data,

where the success probability is the age-dependent success probability of Component 1,

multiplied by the reliability of Component 2, multiplied by the age-dependent probability of

sufficient power generation by Component 3 . The full data likelihood contains terms for each

of the four types of tests, and other information can be captured in prior distributions . It is

necessary that the software analyze likelihood functions with each of these terms, and ideally

it would support the integration of components into (sub)systems in arbitrary parallel/series

combinations .

As described above, the Component 1 data yli at time tli follow Binomial (nli, pli) where

log(pli/(1 - Pli)) = ao + altli . The Component 2 data Y2i follow Weibull(a, 0 ) for scale

A and shape ,Q. The Component 3 data y3i at time t32 follow Lognormal (p&, 0' 2), where

A3i = 'YO + 'Yt3i• Finally, the system data ysi at time tsi follow Binomial (nsi, p3ti), where

psi = R1 ( tsi ) R2 ( tsi )R3 (tsi) and Rl ( tsi ) = exp(ao + Clpt SZ)/(1 + exp(ao + (X.Otsi)), R2 (tsi ) _

exp(-at~) and R3(tsi) = 1 - D{(log(T) - (ryo + ryts0 }/4

3 YADAS: a Statistical Modeling Environment

YADAS is a software environment for performing arbitrary Markov chain Monte Carlo com-

putations, and as such it is very useful for defining and analyzing new, nonstandard statisti-

cal models . Its source code and documentation, several examples, and supporting technical

reports are available for download at yadas . lanl . gov (Graves, 2003a,b) . Its software archi-

tecture makes it easy to define new terms in models and make small adjustments to existing

models. MCMC algorithms often suffer from poor autocorrelation, and YADAS provides an

environment for exploring and fixing these problems. YADAS is written in Java and gener-
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ally requires additional Java code to work a new problem, but work continues on alternative

interfaces. We discuss all these issues in this section .

3.1 Expressing arbitrary models

Defining a model in YADAS is as simple as specifying how to calculate the unnormalized

posterior distribution evaluated at an arbitrary parameter value . This is an advantage of a

Bayesian approach, as well as being one of the benefits of the design decision to emphasize

the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm instead of Gibbs sampling as in WinBUGS (Spiegelhalter

et al, 2000) . In the Gibbs sampler, each time the model is changed, the sampling algorithm

must be changed accordingly. In YADAS, however, the model definition is decoupled from

the algorithm definition . The correct posterior distribution will be sampled if the acceptance

probabilities are generated correctly, and since the acceptance probabilities are determined

by the unnormalized posterior density function, this happens automatically when the new

model is defined .

The definition of a model is a collection of objects called bonds. Each bond is a term

in the posterior distribution . Bonds are defined in the software in such a way as to make

it easy to make the sort of small changes to an analysis that are common in the model -

building phase . Examples include changing a parameter from fixed to random, or changing

a distributional form .

The ease of defining new models was particularly evident in the analysis of the reliabilit y

of the component manufactured in lots and sampled nonrandomly . The analysts needed to

write code to calculate the extended hypergeometric density function, but after this trivial

exercise was complete, it could be plugged in as any other density would be . Without

YADAS, time constraints would have forced the analysts to make use of a more convenient

but less appropriate analysis .

In our second example, the critical step was to compute (3) after first computing the

PZ(t)'s . This was also straightforward, and the handling of specification data just required

adding another bond (with the familiar normal linear model form) to the existing list . The

third example, in which various forms of component test data are combined with syste m
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test data, is an excellent example of the usefulness of the YADAS model definition strategy .

The component test data are as easy to include as in an application where they are the only

data source . We make use of YADAS's general code that reads in a system structure and

integrates component success probabilities in any series or parallel combination, in order to

incorporate the system test data .

3.2 Special algorithms

While it is true that defining an MCMC algorithm for a new problem is as easy as specify-

ing how to compute the unnormalized posterior distribution, it is also true that these first

attempts at algorithms may fail to perform adequately . However, YADAS turns this to a

strength by helping users to improve algorithms by adding steps to the existing algorithm ;

Metropolis-Hastings based software is much better suited to this goal than Gibbs-based soft-

ware. The most common MCMC performance problem is high posterior correlation among

parameters ; this generates high autocorrelation in consecutive MCMC samples, because pa-

rameters are reluctant to move individually . YADAS's typical approach is the "multiple

parameter update" : one proposes simultaneous moves to parameters in a direction of high

variability. For example, in our second example (as happens in many generalized linear model

examples), the intercept and slope parameters for some components were highly correlated,

and the algorithm was improved with new steps that proposed the addition of a random

amount to the intercept while simultaneously subtracting a multiple of the same amount

from the slope .

The naturalness of defining algorithms in YADAS was also exhibited in the biased sam-

pling problem, where the numbers of items in each lot with the feature of interest needed t o

be sampled ; this was handled with YADAS's general approach for sampling parameters that

take on finitely many values .

3 .3 Interfaces, present and future

YADAS is written in Java, and that provides portability advantages beyond its encourage-

ment of generality that helped YADAS become as ambitious as it is . However, few Bayesian
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statisticians use Java as their language of choice, so this limits its popularity . An area of

active YADAS development is providing additional interfaces to its capabilities . One such

interface is the interface with the R package (www . R-project . org), a very popular, free

statistics computing environment that is very similar to S-Plus . This interface facilitates the

handling of both input to and output from MCMC algorithms .

One application is the use of genetic algorithms for experiment design : each candidate

design selected by the genetic algorithm will generate data, which will then be analyzed using

YADAS, and the analysis results will be examined for "fitness" and fedback to determine the

next genetic algorithm generation . System reliability is an application of particular interest .

For a given budget, which system, subsystem or component data be collected to reduce

the uncertainty of system reliability the most? (See Hamada et al (2004) for an example

involving a fault tree .) The R-YADAS interface is possible thanks to the SJava package of

the omegahat project (www . omegahat . org) .

Another interface that will particularly help with reliability problems is the interface

with a new graphical tool for eliciting defining system structure and its relationship to data

(Klamann and Koehler, 2004) .

4 Examples revisited

4 .1 Example 1

We illustrate the problem with convenience and random samples from the stratified popu-

lation with a simulated data set; the data from the real application are proprietary. The

simulated data set features a total population of 5000 items in 230 lots (100 lots of size 10,

100 of size 25, and 30 of size 50) . Total sample sizes were 100 for the convenience sample

and 50 for the random sample, with 18 lots being sampled in both ways, 21 only randomly

sampled, and 57 only sampled by convenience . A total of 513 components had the feature :

individual lot feature proportions pi were drawn from the Beta(1, 9) distribution, and the

true value of 0 was 2, representing mild biasing . In the convenience sample, 16 (16%) had

the feature, while 6 features appeared in the random sample (12%) . A naive estimate fo r
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Figure 1 : Plot of Example 1 Parameter Posteriors . Dotted curves represent priors . The four

plots are for a/ (a + b), a + b, 0, and P* .

the feature prevalence would then be 22/150 = 0 .147. 10.1% of the unsampled items had

the feature, so the feature was overrepresented in both samples .

We used the following prior distributions : a+b N Beta(0.3,1.7), a + b N Gamma(2, 5),

and log8 N N(0,1) . Posterior medians for these quantities were then 0 .13, 5 .5, and (for 0)

1.32. The posterior median for p*, the fraction of unsampled items with the feature, was

0.13, different from the naive estimate and closer to the random sample fraction than the

convenience sample fraction, as it should be . A 90% posterior interval for this quantity is

(0.073, 0 .209) .

4.2 Example 2

The system we studied in Example 2 had a total of 23 components . Thirteen of these had no

related specification measurements, five had a single specification, and five had between two

and four. Roughly 1000 system tests were available, with a proprietary number of failures .

The twenty specification measurements generated a total of roughly 2000 data points . We

studied the effects of six covariates, and the posterior distribution involved 294 unknown

parameters .

Using YADAS to analyze these data required us to write code to handle the system test
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Reliability pos terior distributions for
four system conf i guration s

Re liab il ity

Figure 2: Density estimates for four different versions of the system described in Example 2

and for one value of the covariates . The axes are omitted due to proprietary concerns .

data in the form of successes, failures, and partial successes . We needed to calculate the like-

lihood for each system test, and all the covariates affected the success probabilities for each

component in a novel way . Also, many combinations of the 294 unknown parameters were

highly correlated due to shortcomings in the completeness of the data, and this led to poorly

performing algorithms . However, YADAS made it possible to improve these algorithms using

multiple parameter updates . Results are shown in Figure 2 ; these are reliability posterior

distributions for four different versions of the system. The axes are not shown because of

the sensitivity of the data .

4 .3 Example 3

The system pass/fail data consisted of 15 tests at each of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 years. The

Component 1 pass/fail data consisted of 25 tests at each of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 and 20 years .

The Component 2 consisted of 25 lifetimes . Finally, the Component 3 data consisted of 10

destructive observations at each of 0, 2 .5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15 and 20 years. Note that some of the

system and component data are collected at different rates .

Analyzing these data provide the system reliability median and 95% credible interva l

over time as displayed in Figure 3 . The component model parameter posteriors are given in
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Figure 3: Plot of Example 3 System Reliability Posterior Median and 95% Credible Interval .

Figures 4 and 5 . Note that the posteriors plotted as dotted lines did not use the system data .

Those posteriors plotted as solid lines which use the system data are tighter and therefore

more informative . The system data provided little additional information for the Component

3 model parameters as displayed in Figure 5 . Figure 6 displays the system reliability 95%

credible interval over time when both the system data are used and when they are not used.

The solid lines display the results when the system data are used . Note that the solid lines

are higher and closer together than the dotted lines .

5 Discussion

In this paper we have attempted to communicate some of the excitement of working on

modern system reliability assessments . New methodology is important for dealing with such

issues as nonrandom sampling, and analyzing test results that utilize different levels of the

system and generate different data distributions . Though we haven't illustrated them in

this paper, other forms of information such as expert judgment, more detailed engineering

models, and simulation models also need to be integrated with traditional data, and there are

opportunities for research into good methods for doing this . Appropriate new models require

new computational methods, and an extensible modeling environment makes it practical to

work with new models, even in a deadline-driven scientific environment . Finally, complex
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Figure 4: Plot of Example 3 Component Models 1 and 2 Parameter Posteriors (with system

data (solid line) and without system data (dotted line)) .
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Figure 5: Plot of Example 3 Component Model 3 Parameter Posteriors (with system data

(solid line) and without system data (dotted line)) .
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Years

Figure 6 : Plot of Example 3 System Reliability Posterior Posterior 95% Credible Intervals

(with system data (solid line) and without system data (dotted line)) .

system models with automatic analysis software are amenable to exciting research on usin g

genetic algorithms to guide resource allocation and experimental design .
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